Postmasters and Post Masters, Who Has the Post Master?

By Anna Von Reitz

I keep returning to the old Gary Moore show, Tell the Truth, an early television game show where three people all claimed to be a particular individual and the contestant had to figure out who was scamming.

For example, the actual man to be identified might be a famous scientist credited with inventing the modern jet engine, and by a process of asking questions of the three men on the panel, the contestant would finally have to make a guess, and the real scientist would be asked to stand up.

"Will the real Felix Stonebrunner please stand up?"

This is the sort of problem we have with identifying the "real" Post Master of the United States----if there is one.

Let's begin by explaining why this is important and what the office is really about.

The Post Master of the United States is the Trustee responsible for the well-being and maintenance of peace and order and freedom of transportation on the land jurisdiction of the United States.

The Postmaster of the United States provides a similar function on the High Seas and Inland Waterways, ensuring freedom of transportation on the seaways in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

Between these two deceptively similarly named offices, we are guaranteed the free flow of goods and information and persons by the UPU, the Universal Postal Union, whether we are on the land or the sea.

Both the Office of the Post Master and the Office of the Postmaster are ultimately international offices and both function in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

The realm of both offices should be envisioned as a sort of "international free zone" that exists within each country served by the UPU. This is where we get the concept of "Post Roads" -- roads designated as international highways for the purpose of transporting the mail, and "Sea Lanes" which are routes across the Seven Seas that are similarly held sacrosanct and designated as international zones where ships of all nations can sail.
Post Offices are international stations or hubs, connected by Post Roads and Sea Lanes to every other Post Office on Earth.

This system allows us to send a letter to Zimbabwe and be reasonably sure that it will get there or send a shipload of wool to Portsmouth and be assured of the same result. And now you also understand why passports are also issued by the Post Office. When we go from one country to another and receive the "stamps" on our passports we are essentially mailing ourselves from one destination to another and making use of the international Post Road and Sea Lane agreements to do so.

From the beginning of this vast international service, and for obvious reasons, the UPU has had to employ security agents to prevent piracy and theft and other interference with its functions. In the United States these agents are called Federal Marshals when operating on the land jurisdiction within each state and United States Marshals when operating on the international jurisdiction of the sea outside of or between the states --- interstate jurisdiction.

Also for obvious reasons, the UPU has to have and maintain treaties known as Postal Union Treaties with each national government to allow and maintain this international transport system within the borders and maritime jurisdictions of each country on Earth.

The proper functioning of the postal system throughout the Earth is also vital to the insurance industry worldwide, which has to insure the safe passage of goods from Point A to Point B via this transportation system and to national governments which must rely upon it for the safe transportation of its people to and from foreign destinations.

As each state of the Union is actually a nation-state and the fifty states together merely function "as" one entity for a list of stipulated international purposes---one of which is international/interstate trade, control of which is delegated to the federal government -- the federal government has and maintains a Postal Union Treaty with the UPU which applies throughout all the various states.

The office of United States Post Master (land) and office of United States Postmaster (sea), are responsible for enforcing the Postal Union Treaty and for securing, maintaining, and operating the Post Roads, Sea Lanes, Post Offices, and all the functions related to these--- but the key international role of interest to us is that of the United States Post Master acting in his role as the Trustee of the land jurisdiction of the United States.

This is the office that Benjamin Franklin occupied and which he passed on to his relatives. In the confusion after the Civil War, the unofficial corporate government doing business as "The United States of America" established a corporate office called "The United States Postmaster General" to perform the day to day functions of the international office, but as the corporation had no ability or authority to appoint the Land Trustee, the actual office of United States Post Master was vacated and remained so. Even though the functions mandated by the Postal Union Treaty got done, there was no Trustee to defend the land jurisdiction overall.

As with so many other things, life appeared to go on as normal after the Civil War, but wasn't really. The office of United States Post Master is not the same as the
office of The United States Postmaster General nor is it the same as the Postmaster General of the United States. You can begin to glimpse the plethora of semantic variations obscuring the nature and authority of this office.

You can also see why it was desirable from the standpoint of the British Monarch and the British Crown operators to usurp the authority of this key land jurisdiction office. Leaving us without an effective Post Master acting as our Trustee on the land jurisdiction allowed the British Monarchs to disrespect the land jurisdiction of the states and to bring their sea-based jurisdiction onto the land by default. There was nobody with the authority in the international system to stop them.

As best as I can see and determine, the actual office of United States Post Master once occupied by Benjamin Franklin was vacated after the Civil War. We've had nobody actually and officially functioning as the Land Trustee for the United States ever since.

Pope Benedict XVI attempted to do an end run around this situation by appointing James Thomas McBride to act as Post Master for all of North America --- Canada, United States, and Mexico -- in a move intended to provide jurisdictional support for the actual states and people against the continued usurpation of international banks and the British Crown.

In this office, McBride issued The Universal Postal Union Treaty of the Americas 2010, declaring an end to the vicious characterization of people as mere "things" and mandating the return of land assets to their rightful jurisdiction including the removal of false deeds and land titles held under color of law by the banks and the British Crown. As proof of his authority to do this, Pope Benedict XVI gave McBride the Seal of St. Peter.

The rats accused McBride of using their private Zip Codes (which are deceptively the same as Postal Extension Codes) and incarcerated him; from the opposite end of the issue, it can just as easily be claimed that they have usurped upon our Postal Extension Codes and attempted to enclose and adopt them for unofficial and unauthorized use--- but that will require prosecution by the UPU and a complaint brought by American State Nationals who are exempt from Zip Codes and fully allowed to use identical-appearing Postal Extension Codes.

On top of all this craziness, we have two primary candidates who claim to be the actual Post Master and Trustee of the Land Jurisdiction we are owed internationally: Russell Gould of Colorado and Keith Livingway, most recently to my knowledge anyway, living offshore in Costa Rica.

Both men claim that they "captured" the office via claim on abandonment following the end of the bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc., in 1999.

Neither claim seems credible to me and my questions have gone unanswered. So in the tradition of "Tell the Truth" I am making my questions public. (Just imagine me on the stage as the Contestant, asking questions, trying to find the real United States Post Master.)

To Keith Livingway -- who calls himself "The United States Postmaster General": since the office of "Postmaster General" was created as a corporate office after the Civil War, how does capturing that title -- like a brand name released by any
bankrupt corporation -- give you any claim to be, or even be associated with, the office of United States Post Master acting as Land Trustee?

To Russell Gould: -- who claims to have gone to Rome and to have successfully claimed control of the office of United States Post Master at some time following the 1999 bankruptcy settlement -- as above, the corporate offices released by the bankruptcy have nothing to do with the actual office of Land Trustee that was vacated during the Civil War-- so if the Pope later and separately acquiesced to your claims and appointed you to act as the United States Post Master (and therefore as the Land Trustee) where is your proof of that vital international appointment?

If so, why would Pope Benedict find it necessary to appoint McBride nearly a decade later?

Why have you been unable thus far to use the authority of the Land Trustee to prevent the continued usurpation of the British Crown and the international banks upon the land jurisdiction of the United States?

You appear to be exercising authority related to the office of United States Postmaster (sea jurisdiction) rather than United States Post Master (land jurisdiction) and to have support from the United States Navy and Special Operations and Coast Guard. Is there a miscommunication about the nature, jurisdiction and authority of your office? Is your office that of United States Postmaster (sea) instead of United States Post Master (land)?

Inquiring minds and 390 million people deserve to know.

Recently the people of the United States have returned to the land jurisdiction and officially re-conveyed their native states to the land jurisdiction, which day to day places them under the protection of the King of Spain and which also requires the British Monarch to act as our Trustee on the High Seas and Inland Waterways---and to knock off all the predatory plundering, pillaging, mischaracterization and false claims that the British Monarch has indulged in against the American People.

As per The Universal Postal Union Treaty of the America 2010, our status as living men and women must be honored and all the false claims and titles held against our private and public property must be released by the British Crown Corp, the international banks, and other participants in the numerous crimes committed against us.

Any actual, factual United States Post Master is responsible for the enforcement of this and all the other international treaties owed to the land jurisdiction of the states and the people living here and it is a duty long neglected---- so, will the actual United States Post Master, vested with the authority and responsibility of enforcing our international treaties, please stand up?
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